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Abstract.

Deep geological disposal of high level and medium level long-lived waste in France is one of
the three research paths defined by the law of 30"' December 1991 on radioactive waste

management. Research should be undertaken on: separation and transmutation of long-lived
radionuclides in these waste; reversible or non reversible disposal in deep geological layers
supported by investigations in underground laboratories; processes for conditioning and long
term surface storape of these waste. In 2006 a global evaluation report on this research
should be established by the Government and sent to the French Parliament. On this basis the
Parliament should promulgate a law providing new objectives for the research and possibly
presentin a framework for a deep disposal process.

The French uclear Safety Authority has the responsibility to license the underground
laboratories foreseen in the second research path and the nuclear facilities involved in the first
and third research paths and make sure that existing high level and medium level long-lived
waste currently produced are properly managed. It will give its advice on the safety aspects
associated to the envisaged future management options. Its main concern is that results
obtained in 2006 will be conclusive enougb to take decisions for future orientations.

Conceming the deep disposal option, under the responsibility of ANDRA (Agence Nationale
pour la gestion des D6chets RAdioactifs), the construction of an underground laboratory has
been authorized on the Bure site, in eastern France, and the shafts are under construction. The
main issue is the level of investigations that may be performed in the host rock in order to
support the feasibility study of a disposal concept on this site. Other issues are the elaboration
of new safety standards to set a framework for a safety assessment of a disposal concept, the

ifications for acceptance of waste packages a future deep dsposal, and relation of
safety matters with expectations from the public.

1. Introduction

High level and medium level long-lived waste produced in France come mainly from the
nuclear industry associated to nuclear electricity production. Some of this waste come also
from nuclear research centers and defence activities. Most of the medium level waste or "type
B waste". originate from various reprocessing lines (hulls and end-pieces) and associated

maintenance operations (I 600 m3/year). They contain long-lived alpha emitters in significant
quantities. The high level aste, known as "type C waste", generally originate from fission
and activation products deriving from spent fuel processing 240 m3/year). These high

activity waste also include CEA fuel, irradiated in research reactors, together with EDF spent
fuel hich is not intended for reprocessing. Type and type C waste are currently stored on

the production sites.
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Long term management options for high level and medium level long-lived waste are being
sought along te lines specified b the article L572 from te code of environment (law 9-
1381 concerning research in radioactive waste management, passed on December 30, 1991).
This law implements a fifteen years research programme along three different research paths

• research of solutions to separate and transmute long-lived radionuclides in the waste;
• studies of reversible and non rversible disposal in deep geological layers supporte by

investigations in underground laboratories;
• studies of processes for conditioning and long term surface storage of these waste.

Concerning the second research pth, after a 7 years long process including mediation in
different regions of France by a member of Parliament, three ses have been selected as

ible locations for underground laboratories. Following preliminary inve 'gat'
poss sti ion on
these three sites, public nquiries ad technical assessments, the government signed on
August 3'.d 1999 the decree authorizing ANDRA to implement and operate at the Bure site, in
eastern France, an underground laboratory in order to study deep geological formations where
radioactive waste could be disposed of

On August 7 2000, ANDRA was authorized to begin construction of the shafts of the
underground laboratory. The snking of the shafts is underway slnc�- September 2000 and the
drifts of the laboratory should be built in the course of the year 2003.

Experiments and site investigations are being performed during shafts sinking.
Characterization of the host rck from the drifts of the underground laboratory will be
performed between 2003 and 2005. These experiments will be the basis for the global report
that ANDRA should produce at the end of 2005 on the feasibility of creating a high level
waste repository on this site.

Since the law provides for at least 2 underground laboratories, the selection of possible sites
for a second laboratory has been carried out in parallel. The mediation, in 1993, led to the
selection of a cay site in the Gard department at Marcoule nd a granite site under
sedimentary cover in the Vienne department western part of France). These sites were not
found suitable from local opposition or adverse geological features. In 1998, after a decision
of the government to search fora new granitic site, a series of 15 potentially suitable sites was
preselected. The subsequent mediation led at the local level by three high civil servants met
however a strong opposition and hd to be interrupted. A new siting process and associated
mediation action is envisaged after the 2002 national elections in Fance. Meanwhile ANDRA
is performing generic studies on disposal in granitic formations from experience gained in
other countries.

Current safety issues concern the
1) confirmation of the good containment properties of the Bure ste and the demonstration of

the feasibility of a safe disposal design on this site 
2) elaboration of advanced safety standards by the Nuclear Safety Authority which should

serve as a reference for udging the safety case presented by the operator 
3) elaboration of a safety guid dfining te framework for waste package acceptance in a

disposal center 
4) implication on waste management and safety of means to gain public acceptance of the

geological disposal option which implies introduction of a retrievability period of' the
waste after disposal, selection of a site for investigations in a second underground
laboratory and research in other areas than deep disposal.
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2. Confirmation of the good containment quality of the Bure site and feasibility of a
deep disposal on this site

Field investigations by drilling have been performed at the Bure site since 1993. The
existence of an homogeneous horizontal 130 m thick argillite layer at a depth of 500 meters
was confirmed. Very little water was detected in the upper sedimentary layers. Based on the
re,% ekv of ANDRA's experimental program during shafts sinking and proposed excavation
techniques. the French Government granted, on August 7 th 2000, the authorization to ANDRA
to sink the shafts of the underground laboratory. The sinking of the shafts is underway since
September 2000 and will last for two years and a half. During shafts sinking the main
emphasis is given on minimization of rock mechanical disturbances and evaluation of the
impact, at some distance from the site, of the drainage by the shafts of groundwaters from
conducting lavers in the sedimentary cover. Further ministerial authorizations wl be required
for excavating the drifts of the underground laboratory.

Prior to the 7 August 2000 authorization, ANDRA sent to the French Nuclear Safety
Authorltv a series of documents concerning the geology of the Bure site, the initial design
option for a repository, the safety approach and the experimental program during shaft
sinking.

ANDRA sent as well a global development plan concerning the research relative to the deep
disposal pr 'ect. On the request of the French Nuclear Safety Authority these documents were
analyzed by the --Nuclear Protection and Safety Institute (IPSN) and the Advisory Committee
on aste management in 2000. This resulted in a series of recommendations that the French
-Nuclear Safety Authority sent to ANDRA for the following steps it conducts for studying the
feasibility of deep geological disposal on the Bure site. nvestigations and experiments in the
underground laboratory should allow to gather the necessary data for the design, the
optimization (with respect to retrievability) and the demonstration of the safety of a potential
repository on the site.

In December 2001, ANDRA sent to the Nuclear Safety Authority a safety file comprising the
following elements:

- detailed information on the geology of the Bure site, the waste package inventory, the
materials to be used for artificial barriers and the biosphere;

- a phenomenological analysis of the different states of the repository system depending
on time frames;

- a functional analysis of the repository system and a conceptual design;
- a qualitative analysis assessing the robustness of the repository system;
- a quantitative analysis based on the normal evolution scenario and a sealing defect

scenario.

The different elements of this safety file will be reviewed in 2002 and 2003 by the Nuclear
Safety Authority and its technical supports, including the Advisory Committee on waste
management, in order to provide feedback to ANDRA before the publication of its feasibility
study report due at the end of the year 2005.

3. Evolution of safetv standards set out in 1991

The review of the documents produced by ANDRA is presently perfori-ned along the lines of
the Basic Safety Rule RFS 111.2.f published by the Nuclear Safety Authority in June 1991 It
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sets out the radiation protection objectives to be met for the disposal, basic principles for
repository design linked to safety, site selection criteria and guidance for elaborating, the
safety case. The revision of this Basic Safety Rule is under progress taking into account the
new ICRP 81, experience feedbacl� at the national and nternational level and the possible
incorporation of a retrievability period. Bilateral cooperation on guidance rules for deep
disposal has been established with erman counterparts of French organizations from 1997 to
1999 and with Belgian counterparts since 2000.

The main lines of' this revision will concern te radiation rtection objectives and
compliance criteria depending o time frames and type of scenarios and respective

of the implementor and the re ulator. It will also concern the safety
idelines for the design of the repository, taking into consideration the role of the different

safety functions in the definition of the multi-barrier system and including safety requirements
for the operational period and retrievability period. Guidelines for te elaboration of the safety
case including multiple lines of easoning and confidence statements will be provided.

4. Safety guide for waste package acceptance in a deep disposal center

Waste packages for deep disposal are currently being produced by main high level and long-
lived waste producers EDF, COGEMA and CEA. Following requests from the French
Nuclear Safety Authority, ANDRA has established first level specifications and an acceptance
process for these waste packages in order to include them in the leep disposal pr 'ect. his

based mainly on the radiological and physico-chemical characterization ofthe
acceptance is I I I
waste packages which are being produced and the quality management for their fabrication.
ANDRA is performing controls on sites to assess the quality of this fabrication.

The Nuclear Safety Authority is establishing a safety guide in order to precise the role of the
waste producers, the implementor and the regulator for waste package specification and aste
acceptance.

The main concern is that waste packages being produced now have a large chance to eet the
requirements of a future deep disposal without major reconditioning. The next concern is that
conditioned spent fuel meet similar confinement properties as vitrified waste and that future
fuel mana ement options in reactors will not degrade their containment properties. Ephasis

'II be gven of consistency between specifications for deep dsposal under the responsibility
of ANDRA and interim storage specifications under the responsibility of CEA.

5. Implication of public expectations on waste management and safety

Public expectations ave a large mpact on waste management ssues and disposal conditions.
Following the December 30" 191 act, a large panel of options hve been envisaged long
term interim storage, separation and transmutation of long-lived radionuclides, investigations
in at least two underground laboratories and possible retrievability of waste packages ftom
deep disposal. The implication on sfety of these different options h ave to be examined.

An interim storage period is necessary for radioactive decay of sort-lived radionuclides in
heat producing waste. However, if this period is extended too far in the future it may increase
the probability of poor maintenance and leave undue burdens to uture generations. As for
separation and transmutation, the overall potential advantages of increased protection in the
long term should be weighted against possible increased doses o workers. An industrial
process for separation and transmutation will not be mplemented during the present
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generation and risks and costs may be transferred to fture generations. Moreover,
development of separation and transmutation implies a fully operational nuclear industry
including nuclear power plants and reprocessing plants. It will also lead to high costs.

The construction of two underground laboratories will allow to compare the quality of two
different sites and possibly two rock fon-nations. It will decrease the pressure on the local
population of a specific site. If the conditions are favorable it may have beneficial
consequences on safety since some categories of waste may be more adapted to specific rock
forrnations. The costs however will be higher.

Implementation of means to allow a retrievability period for the waste packages placed in a
deep disposal allows to accommodate for future needs of society and gain confidence in the
safevy of the disposal system. Again it implies additional costs and may present some safety
problems as the long term stability of open drifts, adverse chemical conditions around the
waste packages and likelihood that the repository will never be sealed properly should be
envisaged.

The aim of the Nuclear Safety Authority is that the maximum information will be aailable in
2006 in order that the Parliament make decisions on sound basis.

6. Conclusions

The law voted by the French Parliament on December 3 th 1991 on the research related to
radioactive aste has allowed to provide a framework in France for finding solutions
concerning the management of high level and long-lived waste. Since 199 1, real progress has
been accomplished in three paths of research and will allow to define future orientations in
2006. At this evel the three areas of research seem more complementary than excluding each
other. The main achievement has been the beginning of the construction of an underground
laboratory at Bure where first results will be available at the end of 2005 in order to assess the
feasibility of a deep disposal concept on this site. The comparison of the feasability, costs,
safety and availability in the near future as well as public acceptance of the different options

'II hopefully allow the French Parliament to decide on new orientations 'n 2006 which may
lead to industrial pr 'ects or continuation of research. The oentations and the schedule may
depend on the categories of waste to be disposed of and may be different for medium level
loncy-lived waste, vitrified waste and spent fuel. The French Nuclear Safety Authority makes
sure that the studies will be conclusive and provide guidance by implementing the adequate
regulation.
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